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Preparation of Project Technical Reports for the IREC  

Team 128 Project Technical Report for the 2018 IREC 

Members of CU InSpace 

Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, K1S 5B6, Canada 

CU InSpace is competing at the 10,000ft COTS category at this year's Spaceport 

America Cup. Some of the design goals we achieved this year are: manufacturing our own 

parachutes, manufacturing unique composite body tubes and designing and manufacturing 

a scientific payload to be used in this year’s rocket. The design and manufacturing process of 

this years rocket is documented herein, along with notable achievements and challenges 

faced. 
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I. Introduction 

Carleton University has a long standing relationship with aerospace engineering, opening its first aerospace program 

in 1988, making it the first university in Canada to offer such a program It now offers four different aerospace 

specializations; Aerodynamics, Lightweight Structures, Avionics and Space Systems Design.        

Carleton has always had a proud history of hands-on learning experiences as well, being the first Canadian 

university to develop a capstone project in the student’s final year of study to showcase all they have learned in their 

time at Carleton.  Additionally Carleton has always strode to exceed in its extracurricular clubs from FSAE cars to 

UAV Blackbird, Carleton has always provided lots of support and financial assistance to students looking to further 

their education with hands-on experience. CU InSpace is now one of those teams. 

This year CU InSpace is competing in the 10,000ft COTS competition at the Spaceport America Cup. This is our 

second year competing at this category and we hope our experience from last year will help us to succeed. 

 

II. System Architecture Overview 

A. Propulsion System 

 

The goal for this year’s rocket was to enter a SRAD hybrid-engine rocket. However, due to unexpected difficulties 

in purchase and storage of materials the hybrid rocket was postponed and it was decided to register in the COTS 

solid category. Since the initial sizing of the rocket was done to support the larger and heavier hybrid-engine, the 

initial mass estimate was higher than  desired. Based of an initial estimate of 32 kg (70.55 lbs) it was estimated that 

an impulse of 10 kNs would be required to reach 10000 feet. A model was produced in OpenRocket and was used to 

experiment with different candidate engines. Ultimately the Cesaroni 9870 M1800-P was chosen as our engine with 

the accompanying Cesaroni 98mm 4 grain engine casing. The final mass estimate of 30.342 kg (66.893 lbs) was 

used to simulate and calculate performance. A summary of the key system values is located in Table 1 and more 

data is available in Appendix A. 
 
Table 1: Key Performance Measures 

 

Engine Cesaroni 9870 M1800-P 

Total Impulse 9869.7 N-s  2218.8 lb-s 

Average Thrust 1797.1 N  404.0 lb 

Maximum 

Thrust 
2240.6 N (504.0 lb) 

Loaded Weight 30.342 kg  66.893 lbs 

Average Thrust/Weight 6.03 

Minimum Stability Margin 2.02 Cal 

Apogee  3102 m  10177.17 ft 

Maximum Acceleration 62.2 m/s2 (6.34 G)  204.07 f/s2  (6.34 G)  

Off-rod Velocity 24.3 m/s  79.72 f/s 
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B. Aerostructures 

 

 
Figure 1: Assembly View 

 
1. Charcaterization of Thrust Forces 

 

From the engine selection, the loads experienced by the rocket during operation could be determined. The 

maximum acceleration of 6.34 G ment that the airframe would experience a theoretical peak loading of 160.93 kg 

(354.79 lbs) or 3480.49 N. This is calculated using the worst-case scenario values, of burn-out weight and maximum 

acceleration. In reality, the maximum acceleration occurs close to the time of maximum thrust, which is near the 

beginning of the flight. Using an OpenRocket simulation, the acceleration vs time and mass vs time plots were 

exported and used to calculate the more accurate theoretical maximum load of 191.13 kg (421.37 lbs) or 1874.99 N. 

 

2. Aerodynamic Loading 

 

One of the most critical loads acting on the fins is the dynamic load produced by turbulence and flutter. Flutter 

occurs due to many factors and is therefore inherently difficult to predict. Given the complexity and time required to 

complete a full aeroelastic analysis of the fins, it was decided to use a simple approach as outlined in NACA 

Technical Note 4197 [1].  

Although the maximum airspeed of the rocket was not expected to cross into the sonic region, the minimum safe 

flutter speed was set at Mach 2 to allow for a generous safety factor. After all other parameters were provided, the 

required minimum equivalent shear modulus of the fin was found to be 1.3 GPa. 

The second analysis done for the fins was in the case of a static lifting force acting on the lower surface of the fin 

at a significant angle of attack. Using the ANSYS AIM module, the force was found based on the pressure 

difference between the top and bottom surface of the fin at a 15 degree angle of attack. This pressure difference was 

found to be 80 KPa. 
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3. Body Tubes  

 

The primary goal for the body tubes of the rocket was to utilize a design that was lightweight, economical and easy 

to manufacture - all while being able to satisfy the structural requirements of the flight. The three most common 

options for rocket body tubes are either cardboard/phenolic, aluminum or composite. While commercial composite 

tubes are used widely in the industry and have the best strength to weight ratio of these options, they were 

determined to be prohibitively expensive in many cases, especially from international suppliers. Aluminum tubes 

would be more massive and have a high cost given the long length of the rocket. The manufacturing of custom 

designed composite tubes was considered, but was again ruled out to the higher cost of composite fabric, resin and 

mold tooling. The chosen solution was to adopt a combination of composite and cardboard/phenolic tubing. 

Essentially, a cardboard tube that was wrapped in fiberglass for additional reinforcement.  

One major assumption used was that they were an isotropic material. In reality, they would be an orthotropic 

material with properties that varied based on the measurement direction. This is due to their construction from spiral 

wrapped layers of kraft paper and resin, leading to different strength along the axis of the tube compared to across 

and through the laminations of paper. However, given that the vast majority of the force on the tubes would be axial 

compression and that the layers were tightly consolidated, the assumption of isotropy was believed to be justified. In 

total there were three sections of tube used. An upper section which contained the parachutes and payload mass, a 

mid section which contained the electronics, and a lower section which contained the engine and fin retention 

interior structure (EFRIS). Given the low mass of the nose cone being supported by the upper tube and that another 

supporting structure was inside the electronics bay, these tubes (T1, T2) were left un-reinforced. However, since the 

lower tube (T3) required slots to be cut for the fins, it’s buckling strength was greatly reduced and it was reinforced 

with one layer of fiberglass. The buckling strength for the lower tube was determined through FEA simulation using 

ANSYS and the ACP composites tool. To start, a model of the interior surface of the tube was created. Then 

materials for the cardboard and fiberglass were used as fabric layers in ACP and stacked on top of this surface to get 

the correct thickness. Finally, the model was simulated using a fixed-free boundary condition and with a 2500N 

initial load. The buckling factor was found to be 1.8, indicating a buckling load of 4500N. The result of this 

simulation is shown in Figure 2 with the first buckling mode shown on the right. 

 

 
Figure 2: Buckling Mode 

 
Given that the upper tubes had a smaller aspect ratio and did not have any additional slots or weakening features, it 

was believed that they would yield before buckling. This was verified in a similar manner using ANSYS. Both the 

top tube and the middle tube had buckling factors well over 5.  
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4. Joints 

 

The most important requirement governing the design of the joints required all joints to be stiff, and in the case of a 

coupler tube, the coupler was to extend one body diameter away from the separation point. Since it was undesirable 

to use long coupler sections to join the mid and lower tubes due to space requirements and added material, it was 

decided to incorporate an interior structure to ensure that bending at the joint was limited.  This inner structure could 

then take up the bending load and the coupler section could be kept relatively short. Both bulkheads inside both 

joints were simulated in ANSYS under a tensile force up to 6 KN applied to the location of the eyebolt and fixed 

where the threaded rods were to be bolted. Each bulkhead did not yield in either case and showed a significant safety 

factor.   

 

5. Interior Structures 

 

The first interior structure was incorporated into the electronics bay. It consisted of 4, ¼-20 threaded rods made of 

B7 steel. The rods were then firmly fastened onto the top and bottom bulkheads. It was intended that if the joint 

were to bend, the rods would act as stiffeners and take the tension and compression on either side of the bending 

radius. The other major structural purpose for the rods was the ensure that, upon parachute recovery, the initial 

shock load was not carried by either the body tube around the electronics, or the electronics bay structure itself. In 

fact, it was determined to be undesirable to let any of the tubes be placed under tensile loads due to the suspected 

poor tear-out strength of bolt holes. This led to the addition of another interior structure to, again, take up some of 

the bending load on the lower joint, and to ensure that the inertial force of the engine during parachute deployment 

could be handled. This structure consisted of 4, ½ inch aluminum tubes connected to the fin structure, all called the 

engine and fin retention interior structure (EFRIS). Both structures are shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Interior Structures 

 

The load path during parachute deployment would be purely in tension and extend from the eyebolt attachment point 

to the top bulkhead, down the threaded rods to the lower bulkhead and then down the 4 aluminum tubes to the fin 

structure. At the end of the rocket is the engine retainer which keeps the engine attached to the rocket during 

recovery. 

 

6. Electronics Bay (E-Bay) 

 

For the electronics bay it was important to consider the RF transparency of the structure. Therefore, radio 

attenuating materials such as carbon fiber and aluminum had to be ruled out. As a solution it was decided that the 

structure would be an “I” beam shape, made of fiberglass and foam composite sandwich panels. This shape could 

then be sued to accommodate the main flight computer board on the web of the beam. The two round caps on either 

end allow the structure to slide along the threaded rods. The foam was chosen as ¼ inch rigid, closed-cell 

polyurethane and was used as the core while two fiberglass layers on either side served as the skins. Since it was not 

believed that there would be any significant torsion in the panels, the fiber orientations were kept at 0 and 90 
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degrees. The foam was then assembled together as shown in Figure 4. It was estimated that the composite panels had 

a stiffness comparable to plywood while only having a density of 364.2 kg/m3. 

 

 
Figure 4: E-Bay Structure 

 

7. Fins and Fin Structure 

 

The fins of the rocket are comprised of composite sandwich panels with end-grain balsa wood as the core material 

and carbon fiber as the skins. Carbon fiber was chosen because of its very high stiffness-to-weight ratio and end-

grain balsa was chosen for its high shear-strength to weight ratio. Given that the fins are also in close proximity to 

the engine casing during launch, balsa wood proved to have better retention of strength properties at elevated 

temperatures when compared with other thermoplastic core materials, such as polyurethane or PVC foam. The main 

benefit of using sandwich panels for the fins is that they allow for a higher stiffness-to-weight ratio than just 

composites alone with only a small percentage of added mass (assuming a low-density core is used). An example of 

this is shown in Figure 5, [2].  This allows for a stiffer, stronger panel to be manufactured using a smaller amount of 

composite material. During the flight, the fins are likely to experience high dynamic loading and vibration which 

requires them to have high stiffness. Of course, a negative aspect to this method is the added drag formed by the 

thicker material. A more in-depth optimization of this design, taking both drag and stiffness into account, would 

have been beneficial. 

 

 
Figure 5: Sandwich Composite Stiffness Benefit 
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Figure 6: Panel Parameters 

 

Figure 6 shows the various paramerters of the panel [3]. The equivalent flexural rigidity of a sandwich panel can be 

found using Equation (1), [3]. 

 

                                                                                   (1) 

  

The equivalent shear stiffness of the panel is found by Equation (2), [3]: 

 

                                                                                                                          (2) 

 

 

The total deformation of the panel is given by Equation (3), [3]. 

 

                                                                                             (3) 

 

 
 

Where, B1 and B2 are constans based on the boundary conditions used. To begin the iterative design process, an 

initial panel profile was chosen as 4.25 X 2.25 inches (based on the allowab2le size of the material testing 

equipment). This first design consisted of a core thickness of ¼ inches and 4 laminations of carbon fiber on either 

side of the panel. It was intended that this simple model could be used to confirm the accuracy of simulation, 

allowing FEA software to be used for more complicated geometries. A thinner core material could have been 

chosen, however most options available were high performance and high cost (such as Nomex honeycomb core). 

Also, given that this was the first attempt at sandwich panel construction, a ¼ inch core offered easier handling 

during manufacturing and prototyping because it was less fragile.       

The second step of the process was to evaluate the design. This was done analytically, experimentally and 

through simulation. Assuming that the panel was under a simply supported, 3-point bending case, Equations (1), (2) 

and (3) were used to plot the deformation versus applied load.  

The experimental test was carried out third, again yielding a plot of the deformation versus the applied load. This 

test is further documented in the project test reports appendix (B).  

 Lastly, the panel was evaluated in ANSYS using the ACP toolbox for composites. The most challenging part of 

the ANSYS simulation was creating the material for the balsa wood core, given that it was orthotropic. For wood in 

general, three unit directions can be used in the tangential, radial and longitudinal directions of the wood grain. This 

is shown in Figure 7 , [4]. 
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Figure 7: Orthotropic Unit Directions for Wood 

 

The core sheet of end grain balsa was composed of many small, planar segments adhered together. The planar face 

of each segment was in the longitudinal directional. Since the segments were randomly oriented in the radial and 

tangential directions, their material properties in those directions were averaged. The only material property that was 

originally known was the modulus in the longitudinal direction as quoted by the manufacturer. The other moduli 

were found by moduli relationships listed in Table 2, [3]. 

 

Table 2: Moduli Relationships 

 

Modulus Relationships Poisson Ratios 

 
0.015  0.009 

 
0.046  0.018 

 
0.054  0.229 

 
0.037  0.231 

 
0.005  0.488 

   0.665 

 

Once all three evaluations were performed, their results were compared in terms of the measured force on the test 

panel and the deformation in millimeters. This result is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Comparison of Results 

 

In Figure 9, the result of the bending simulation at 2800 N of force. The maximum stress measured was 439 MPa in 

the top ply. 

 

 
Figure 9: Stress in Top Ply 

 

The final geometry for the fins was determined through the use of OpenRocket. This geometry is shown in Figure 

10. 

 
Figure 10: Fin Dimensions 
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The complete fin geometry was then simulated in ANSYS. Since the experimental results tended to yield at higher 

stress than the simulation, the simulation would prove that the fins could withstand the aerodynamic loading. Once 

simulated with the correct pressure and boundary conditions, the maximum stress was 159.3 MPa. This was well 

below the ultimate stress of 513 Mpa listed by the program. This result is shown in Figure 11. 

 

 
Figure 11: Stress in Fin Under Lifting Pressure 

 

 

C. Recovery Systems 

 

8.  Student Researched and Designed Avionics 

 

The main avionics board is a student researched and designed system which is responsible for deploying the drogue 

parachute at apogee. This system consists of a microcontroller running software which uses sensor data to determine 

the current stage of flight in order to arm and fire the parachutes when appropriate. A block diagram of the SRAD 

avionics hardware is shown in Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 12: SRAD Hardware 

 

The avionics software uses sensor data to maintain an FSM which tracks the stage of flight which the rocket is 

currently in. The state machine is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: State Machine 

 

In addition to deploying the parachutes, the avionics system is collects telemetry from the onboard altimeter, 

accelerometer, GPS and temperature sensors and relays it to the ground via an XBee radio. This telemetry is also 

stored in an EEPROM aboard the rocket at high resolution than can be transmitted to the ground. 

 

9. Commercial Off the Shelf Deployment Electronics 

To ensure redundancy in the deployment system, a COTS altimeter is also installed in electronics bay and will be 

programmed to trigger the deployment at apogee. The chosen altimeter is the StratoLoggerCF dual-deployment 

altimeter from PerfectFlite. Although dual-deployment is not necessary for the current rocket configuration, it was a 

left-over component from the previous year and was available to use on this rocket. The altimeter will also store the 

flight data, including altitude, temperature, and battery voltage, which can be downloaded and compared with the 

data collected from the SRAD components. 

 

10. COTS GPS 

 

To ensure redundancy in the the GPS tracking system for flight data and recovery, the TeleGPS from Altus 

Metrum was chosen. It transmits at a different frequency than the SRAD avionics and will be picked up by a Yagi 

antenna at the ground station. The ground station computer will be running the ground station software that 

accompanies the TeleGPS to aid in recovery of the rocket. The recorded data will also be compared to the flight data 

and recovery data from the SRAD avionics, as well as the flight data from the COTS altimeter. 

 

11. CO2 Ejection System 

  

The choice to use a CO2-based ejection system came from higher reliability and safety compared to a black 

powder-based system, which was used on our previous rocket. The chosen system is the Peregrine Raptor CO2 

System Kit made by Tinder Rocketry. Two kits will be installed in the rocket for redundancy, and both systems can 

be triggered by either the SRAD avionics or the COTS altimeter, which then pressurizes the internal cavity of the 
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rocket and forces separation of the body tube at the joint to deploy the drogue chute. Although there is still a small 

amount of black powder used to puncture the CO2 canisters, the CO2 gas immediately cools the explosive exhaust. 

 

12. SRAD Parachute and Deployment Bag 

 

This year, the recovery team decided to persue SRAD recovery designs for the drogue parachute and main parachute 

deployment bag.  

The drogue chute was based on a cargo chute design, as cargo chutes are meant to be durable and able to endure 

high loads both in tension on the material due to the weight of rocket system, and due to aerodynamic loads imposed 

by drag forces of air and possible wind forces. The drogue is an 8-panel circular design, which was chosen as such 

to balance between simplicity in shape and number of panels. Using more panels or a different shape would require 

more manufacturing time and resources, whilst creating potential for more failure points in the design resulting in 

ripping or tears during descent; where less panels would not allow for as much of the circular shape in comparison. 

The circular canopy design choice was also found to be a common design in rocketry. Each seam on the parachute 

was sewn with the use of a sewing machine with nylon thread and an S-fold technique on the fabrique so as to 

ensure secure joining between parachute panels. Each panel was cut to a rounded triangular shape, accommodating 

for the desired circular canopy design. A drawing of the panel can be found in Figure 14 which was used as a cutting 

template for each panel. All seams were reinforced with ½” nylon taping to assist in securing the joining of the 

panels. The drogue chute incorporates a spill hole of ~20% of the overall chute diameter, which was chosen based 

on research in CFD of the effects on parachutes with and without spill holes and on different spill hole sizes. 20% 

was found to be the most ideal in descent control and in balance between the spill hole being too small to add any 

benefits to too big that the parachute collapses. It was also found during the scaled tests of the parachute, that the 

chute with a spill performed better during descent. Around the spill edge and the canopy edge, 1” nylon taping was 

used as reinforcement to add durability to the design. The 8 shroud lines used are of Canadian Military III Grade 

Paracord, which are sewn over the panel seams using a zig-zag sewing pattern. The shroud lines are reinforced with 

½” nylon taping in a triangular form at the canopy edge to replace the need for gore holes that would potentially 

create extra undesired failure points. The shroud lines were also sewn in a cross pattern over the spill hole to assist 

in safeguarding the desired canopy shape upon deployment and during descent. To assist in attachments of the 

shroud lines to the shock cord, the lines were kept as full pieces crossing over one another to another “gore”, 

reducing in the possibility of lines tangling. The material that the drogue chute is made of is a heavy ripstop nylon. It 

was selected as ripstop is commonly used for rocketry parachutes, and the heavier version was to add durability to 

the design. The extra weight imposed by the heavier fabric was outweighed by the advantage of the heavier material, 

and the smaller size of the chute. Overall, the drogue chute measures 4 ft in diameter. This size was chosen based off 

of multiple meticulous calculations which determined that this diameter was the best size to reduce the speed of 

rocket to within the desired descent range post-apogee (descent under the drogue). 
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Figure 14: Cutting Panel 

 

The deployment bag was made from decommissioned material of a nylon sail used for sailing.  

The deployment bag contains the main chute, and prevents the chute from being snagged on ejection from the rocket 

body. While the rocket is slowed by the drogue chute, the bag will contain the main chute after ejection, up until 

deployment by the chute release. 

 

13. COTS Parachute 

 

Due to manufacturing time and resource limitations, it was decided to use a COTS parachute design for the main 

chute this year. This parachute is a 10 ft Rocketman chute. The size was also determined through meticulous 

calculations to reach the desired landing speed (descent under the main chute). 

 

14. Parachute Attachments 

 

In order to attach the parachutes to the rocket body and safely hold the CubeSat during descent, the recovery 

system will be using a combination of Tubular Nylon (TN) and Kevlar shock cords along with quicklinks and barrel 

swivels. The TN measures at ⅝” in diameter, and the Kevlar measures at 0.1” in diameter. The Kevlar cord is 

braided with a hollow core, and has a Tensile Strength of 1500 lbs. The TN cord is the main cord to be used for all 
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necessary attachments between the parachutes and the rocket body. For the Payload section, using a Quick Link and 

Barrel Swivel at each of the section, the Kevlar cord will be used as to accommodate the deployable payload design 

and deployment requirements. A barrel swivel will be used for each parachute at the shroud line ends attached by a 

quick link and a barrel swivel with a figure-8 knot for the main, and a butterfly alpine knot for the drogue chute to 

accommodate the extra cord needed for the nose cone. At the body tube side of the shock cords, each respective line 

will be attached again by a barrel swivel and quicklink with a Figure-8 knot for each.  

 

15. Parachute Dual Deployment 

 

The two parachutes will be stored in together in a single-compartment with the Payload. Upon ejection, the 

drogue chute will deploy and dominate the first portion of descent until the deployment of the main parachute. For 

dual-deployment to occur with the single-compartment design, a JollyLogic chute release (altitude based) will be 

used to contain the main chute during the the first portion of descent under the drogue, and allow for main chute 

deployment at 1000 ft AGL. 

 

16. Parachute Scaled Testing 

 

As both an exercise in building and understanding parachute designs, scaled versions of the drogue chute were 

built and tested. These scaled chutes measured up to ¼ the actual design in diameter. Both a chute with and without 

a spill hole were tested by varying multiple weights, opening times, and deployment styles. In the end, it was found 

that the chute with a spill hole performed better under the tested circumstances, allowing for even canopy opening 

and straighter descent.  

 

D. Payload System 

 

The payload is a glider that will be deployed preceding the release of the main chute. The glider consists of a PLA, 

3D printed fuselage, nose cone, wing brackets, and an empennage bracket. The wings were formed using insulation 

foam and reinforced using two 0.125 inch diameter carbon fiber rods. Upon deployment, the wings will fold 

outward and begin a circular flight pattern. The glider will take scientific telemetry as it descends and transmit it 

back to the ground station for analysis. 

 

 
Figure 15: Payload System 
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17. Electronics 

 

The electronics are separated into two modules, one for the release mechanism and the other for controlling the 

payload. The release mechanism electronics has a redundant system to burn the nichrome wire triggering a release. 

It decides release altitude based on an onboard altimeter. The payload control electronics contain gyroscopes, 

altimeter, motor controller and servo controllers in order to fly the actual plane. The planes control is implemented 

in software as a simple PID controller that was designed in simulink. Both electronics also contain a GPS and a 

radio to broadcast the coordinates that they landed (as well as other interesting telemetry). 

 

E. Aerostructures Manufacturing 

 

Engineering drawings can be found in Appendix F 

 

18. Body Tubes 

 

The tube material is a 6 inch concrete casting tube made of spiral wrapped kraft paper (cardboard). The chosen 

cardboard tube was a concrete casting tube (SAKRETE concrete form tube, similar to Sonotube®). These tubes are 

very economical at $1/ft and exhibit high compression strength and stiffness due to their thick-walled construction. 

When tested under compression, they were found to yield at roughly 4 kN of force. This test is explained in further 

detail in Appendix B. The material properties for these tubes are listed in Appendix B Table.  

 

The upper tube, T1 (housing the parachutes and payload) and the middle tube, T2 (shrouding the ebay), were given a 

single coat of epoxy resin (Aeropoxy PR2032 Epoxy and PH3660 Hardener) to increases surface resilience to 

tearing and scratching. The lower tube, T3, housing the engine and fin retention structure was reinforced with 

fiberglass using a single layer and a wet-layup and vacuum bagging technique. The tube was coated in resin and the 

fiberglass fabric was laid, wetted, and smoothed to ensure uniformly distributed resin and few air pockets. Vacuum 

bagging was performed using peel-ply (allowing for a surface needing little finishing), and a standard bleeder, 

breather, and vacuum bag set-up. The tube was put under vacuum to cure for 12 hours and then imperfections were 

sanded. Tube T3 was secured in the fin routing jig where 14 inch slots were cut using a hand router tool. The fin 

routing jig was then used as a mitre box to cut the tubes squarely to length on a bandsaw and the cut surfaces were 

sanded and soaked in resin to prevent peeling of the cardboard material. 

 

19. Fins 

 

The composite sandwich panel fins are composed of a end-grain balsa wood core and a 4-layer carbon fibre skin on 

each face. Carbon fibre sheets (8 per fin for 4 fins) were cut to the appropriate geometry with shears. The balsa 

wood was cut to the appropriate geometry on a 2D cnc routing table and edges are chamfered. As with the tubes, the 

balsa was laminated by coating in resin and carbon fibre fabric was laid, wetted, and smoothed to ensure uniformly 

distributed resin and few air pockets. Vacuum bagging was performed using peel-ply (allowing for a surface needing 

little finishing), and a standard bleeder, breather, and vacuum bag set-up. The fins were put under vacuum to cure 

for 12 hours and then imperfections were sanded. Holes are drilled in the root of the fin for mounting in the EFRIS 

 

20. Coupler Joints 

 

The coupler joints were cut to the appropriate working length from schedule 80 6061-T6 aluminum pipe. The steps 

and connecting surfaces were machined to tolerance using a lathe. The equally spaced holes for the bulkheads and 

nose cone coupler joints, N1 and N2, were cut using a milling machine and were then tapped by hand. The nose 

cone couplers, N1 and N2,  were finally fixed into the nose cone and tube A, respectively, using the aeropoxy resin. 

The nose cone coupler joints, N1 and N2, are fastened using ⅜ inch 4-40 nylon set screws which shear during the 

ejection event. 
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21. Engine and Fin Retention Interior Structure (EFRIS) 

 

Drawings: Appendix F Figures [] 

 

The EFRIS is a bolted structure composed of 6060-T6 aluminum plate, tube, circular and rectangular stock. The 

fins are mounted with 10-32 bolts in laser cut stringers ending in milled stringer anchor blocks. This assembly is 

mounted by the anchor blocks to an upper laser cut disk and a CNC lathed and milled thrust plate. Attached below 

the thrust plate is an engine retention ring to secure the engine casing. The EFRIS upper plate and to the B2 

bulkhead have tube inserts that allow tube T3 to be reinforced with 4 aluminum tubes (not pictured below). 

 
Figure 16: EFRIS 

 

 

22. Electronics Bay 

 

The electronics bay designed to mount the avionics, batteries, and antennas to the interior of the rocket while 

allowing RF transparency. is an I beam with circular caps for mounting to the electronics bay inner structure 

(Section 2.5.6). The panels of the I beam as well as the caps are made from polyurethane foam laminated with two 

layers of fibreglass and vacuum bagged in the same manner as the fins. The panels are sanded and fixed together 

using epoxy resin, holes are drilled for mounting the PCBs. 

 

23. Electronics Bay Inner Structure 

 

The electronics bay inner structure comprises of two bulkheads and 4 ¼ inch threaded steel rods. The upper (B1) 

and lower (B2) bulkheads were cut from 6061-T6 aluminum plate on a CNC lathe and milling machine. The 

bulkheads, B1 and B2, were fastened to the electronics bay couplers, E1 and E2, using six 6-32 socket flat head 

screws per bulkhead. The construction allows loads to be transferred through this steel structure as opposed to the 

laminated foam and slightly dampens vibrations transferred to the PCBs. 

 

24. Cubesat  

 

The 4U Cubesat is designed to hold and deploy the payload. The design consists of 7 steel plates, each being ¼ inch 

thick. These plates are fixed in place by 4 1/4  inch steel rods that penetrate each corner of the plates. Locking 

washers and nuts are used to fasten each plate. A 1/16 inch thick steel sheet located above the 7 plates is used to 

hold the cubesat PCB. Above is another ¼ inch thick steel plate. The cubesat is removed from the rocket upon the 

deployment of the drogue chute. The cubesat is fastened underneath the main chute through 2 kevlar shock cords, 

0.1 inches in diameter, that run through the structure on a diagonal creating an approximate tilt of 9 degrees. 
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Figure 17: Payload Housing Structure 

 

 

III. Mission Concept of Operations 

Mission Phases 

• Pre-Flight 

• Launch 

• Powered Flight 

• Coast 

• Descent 

• Recovery 

The mission concept of operations can be seen in the state diagram in Figure 13. 

 

IV. Conclusion and Lessons Learned 

 

Working for the first time with several new materials in our rocket, there are various changes to be made for the 

next competition. Considering the custom machined aluminum parts, a harder alloy or heat treatment would improve 

the machining process as the 6061 aluminum seemed rather soft when worked on the mill and lathe. Regarding all 

components, reducing the amount of material, number of fasteners, and using coarser tapped threads to an degree 

calculated (and possibly and empirically verified) with to appropriate safety factor would reduce cost and machining 

time. Using the fiberglass reinforced polyurethane ebay structure may have been unnecessarily strong (which can be 

verified with simulation and mechanical tests) and complex and could be replaced with an easier to manufacture 

structure. Bending tests and  along with the compressive tests could be conducted on the tube sections to better 

characterise the body tubes to reduce required composite reinforcement to again reduce cost and manufacturing 

time. Lastly, vibration testing could have been conducted to confirm the flutter characteristics of the fins as well as 

the robustness of the electronic components and the mechanical fastenings throughout the rocket. 
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Appendices 

A. System Weights, Measures and Performance  

 

Engine 

Manufacturer:   Cesaroni 

Designation:   9870 M1800-P 

Total Impulse:   9869.7 Ns (2218.8 lb-s) 

Maximum Thrust:  2240.6 N (504.0 lb) 

Avg Thrust:    1797.1 N (404.0 lb) 

Loaded Weight:   8342 g 

Propellant Weight:  4802 g 

Burnout Weight:  3383 g 

Burn Time:   5.49 s 

 

Airframe 

Empty Weight:  22.000 kg (48.502 lbs) 

Loaded Weight:  30.342 kg (66.893 lbs) 

Burnout Weight:  25.383 kg (55.960 lbs) 

Length :      3.24 m (10 ft 7.559 inches) 

Diameter:    15.7 cm (6.181 inches) 

 

Performance 

T/W avg:    6.03 

Stability min:   2.02 cal 

Stability max:   2.98 cal 

Apogee (AGL):  3102 m (10,177.17 ft) 

Max Velocity:  270 m/s (885.83 ft/s) (0.81 Mach) (972 kph) 

Max Acceleration : 62.2 m/s2 (6.34 G) (204.07 ft/s2) 

Velocity Off Rod: 24.3 m/s (79.72 ft/s) 

Time to Apogee:  25 s 

B. Project Test Reports  

 

1. Ejection Test 
The recovery system employs dual redundancy in both the CO2 ejection system and the parachute 

deployment system detailed in sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.8 respectively.  
 

Apparatus and Materials 

Boilerplate test of the upper section of the rocket consisting of: 

Nosecone 

Joints N1, N2, E1 

Bulkhead B1 

Tube T1 

Packed drogue parachute 

Packed main parachute 

Associated parachute mounting hardware and cord 

Nylon shear bolts 

Raptor CO2 ejection system (and cartridges) 

Power source 
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Method 

 

Rocket upper section is assembled as per normal assembly 

Parachutes are packed 

Ejection system is connected to power and armed 

Shear bolts are installed and remaining holes are taped 

Assembly is supported to eject nosecone at a shallow angle into soft landing area as to not damage 

hardware 

Ejection system is fired 

 

Results 

Not yet conducted 

 

 

2. Fin Section Bend Test 
 

Apparatus and Materials 

 
 

Experiment was conducted using a test section of balsa fibreglass sandwich panel (Section 2.5.2) and 

bend test was performed on a three point support on an MTS machine.  
 

Method 
 

Fin section was fabricated using method outlined in section 2.5.2 

Section was cut to fit in 3 point apparatus on band saw with HEPA filter 

Bend test was conducted and data was analysed  
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Results 
 

The fin section force displacement data remained fairly linear until it reached its ultimate strength at load 

of 2.83 kN. The failure mode consisted on half the section remaining linear and the other position 

assuming an S shape. The balsa grains sheared and the carbon fibre skin delaminated. The 2.83 kN failure 

load was used to empirically alter the ANSYS simulation to determine the mechanical behaviour of the 

geometry of the final flight fins. 
3. Tube Compressive Test 

 

Apparatus and Materials 
 

The compressive tests were performed on MTS machine on the following 20 inch tube sections: 

6 inch unreinforced phenolic coupler tube 

6 inch unreinforced concrete casting tube (cardboard SAKRETE concrete form tube) 

6 inch single-layer fiberglass reinforced cardboard casting tube  

Method 

Tube is cut to length with square ends 

Compressive test is performed until failure begins (if possible) and data is analysed 

Results 

The test for the unreinforced tubes were conducted until failure (buckling was apparent). The yield loads, 

yield stresses, compressive moduli, and densities are listed in table [] 
 

 

Tube Test Section 6in x 20in Yield Load [kN] Yield Stress 

[MPa] 

Compressive 

Modulus 

[GPa] 

Density 

[kg/m3] 

Unreinforced Phenolic Coupler 2.85 5.80 1.450 - 

Unreinforced Cardboard Concrete 

Casting 

4.00 4.65 0.920 735.25 

1-Layer FG Reinforced Cardboard 

Concrete Casting 

Not Yet 

Conducted 

N/A N/A 1189.69 
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C. Hazard Analysis  

 

 

Hazard Possible Causes Risk of Mishap 
and Rationale 

Mitigation Strategy Risk of 
Injury after 
Mitigation 

Rocket deviates 
from nominal flight 
path, comes in 
contact with 
personnel at high 
speed  

1. Fins are installed 
asymmetrically 

2. Body tube and joints 
are assembled 
asymmetrically 

3. Weight in rocket is 
not evenly 
distributed 

4. Rail lug or other 
rocket component 
catch on launch rail 
during ascent 

5. Premature recovery 
system deployment 

Medium; Student 
built body tubes 
and inner 
structures with 
limited alignment 
testing 

1. Ensure parts are well 
aligned and built to tight 
tolerances and test fit 

2. Ensure parts are well 
aligned and built to tight 
tolerances and test fit 

3. Check for balance before 
launch 

4. Ensure no components 
obstruct the path on the 
launch rail AND 
mechanical connections to 
be checked by 
manufacturing executive 
and senior aerostructures 
executive 

5. Electronic systems and 
parachutes to be checked, 
tested and armed by senior 
electronics executive 

Low 

Recovery system 
fails to deploy, 
rocket or payload 
comes in contact 
with personnel  

1. Inadequate packing 
of parachutes 

2. Parachutes caught 
on parachute bay 

3. Electronics 
malfunction or 
failure 

Medium; testing 
was done in static 
environment and 
not main and 
payload in 
dynamic flight 
environment 

1. Parachutes to be packed 
and checked by senior 
recovery executive 

2. Ensure clean and smooth 
inner surface upon which 
parachute slides AND 
mechanical connections to 
be checked by 
manufacturing executive 
and senior aerostructures 
executive 

3. Electronic systems to be 
checked, tested and armed 
(only on launch site) by 
senior electronics 
executive 

Low 

Recovery system 
partially deploys, 
rocket or payload 
comes in contact 
with personnel 

1. Inadequate packing 
of parachutes 

2. Parachutes caught 
on parachute bay 

Medium; testing 
was done in static 
environment and 
not main and 
payload in 
dynamic flight 
environment 

1. Parachutes to be packed 
and checked by senior 
recovery executive 

2. Ensure clean and smooth 
inner surface upon which 
parachute slides AND 
mechanical connections to 
be checked by 
manufacturing executive 
and senior aerostructures 
executive 

Low 

Recovery system 
deploys during 
assembly or 
prelaunch, causing 
injury 

1. Recovery system 
armed prematurely 

2. Incorrect installation 
of electronics/ 
electronics 
malfunction 

Low; recovery 
system is only 
fully armed on the 
launch rails at 
launch range 

1. Electronic systems to be 
checked, tested and armed 
(only on launch site) by 
senior electronics 
executive 

2. Electronic systems to be 
checked and tested by 
senior electronics 
executive 

Very Low 
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Rocket does not 
ignite when 
command is given 
(“hang fire”), but 
does ignite when 
team approaches to 
troubleshoot  

1. Igniters incorrectly 
installed 

2. Electronics 
malfunction 

Low; proven 
commercial 
system are used 
for engine and 
engine igniters 

1. Ensure igniters are 
securely installed 
electrically and 
mechanically 

2. Electronic systems to be 
checked, tested and armed 
(only on launch site) by 
senior electronics 
executive 

Low 

Rocket falls from 
launch rail during 
prelaunch 
preparations, 
causing injury 

1. Rail lugs incorrectly 
installed and/or 
inadequately 
supported on launch 
rail; 

Low; rail lugs are 
installed onto 
aluminum load 
bearing bulkheads 

1. Mechanical assembly (ie 
rail lug and launch rail 
installation) to be checked 
by manufacturing executive 
and senior aerostructures 
executive 

Low 
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D. Assembly, Preflight, and Launch Checklists 

 

Assembly Checklist 

1. Pack recovery systems (drogue and main chutes, and cords) 

a. Attach cords to respective attachment locations (e-bay, payload, motor casing) 

b. Ensure proper fire-proofing is in place for each chute (ie. chute protector and reusable recovery 

wadding for drogue, and parachute bag and reusable recovery wadding for main) 

2. Insert avionics sled into e-bay with igniters connected 

3. Pack ejection charges/black powder and seal 

4. Insert payload into payload compartment and secure with twist-lock lid 

5. Fit nosecone onto body, secure with bolts 

6. Fit Bottom, e-bay, and top section 

7. Insert 6 shear pins and fix with tape 

8. Fit assembled motor into casing (after following motor assembly checklist) 

Preflight and Launch Checklist 
1. Receive Flight Card from judges after they approve rocket 

2. Receive Payload approved and weighed by Launch Control Officer  

3. Receive approval from event administration to prepare for launch 

4. Assemble Rocket (use Rocket Assembly Checklist) 

5. Tip rail over to prep rocket 

6. Slide rocket onto rail 

7. Check tube interfaces and return rocket to vertical position 

8. Arm electronics and listen for proper beeps 

9. Attach igniter onto wooden dowel 

10. Push wooden dowel, igniter end first, into the motor until the igniter sits against the smoke 

tracking charge 

11. Secure the dowel to the nozzle with a small piece of tape 

12. Connect launch clips 

13. Clear launch area 

14. Receive final approval from competition organizers for launch 

15. Countdown from 5 

16. Launch 
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E. Engineering Drawings 
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